
Math 126 Exam 1 Commentary

The solutions to exam 1 are on the following pages. But first read this.

Suggestions for Going Over This Exam:

1. Spend a couple minutes looking through the solutions for ALL the problems (for the ones you got
right and the ones you got wrong). You might see a better way to do a problem.

2. Get out your study materials for exam 1 (the old exams you studied, the homework you studied,
the notes from when you studied). Review what you studied and compare to what you missed.

3. Briefly as you look at this exam, you should see that nearly everything in this exam can be found
in many places in the homework and old exams:

(a) Page 1: A standard page about lines and planes.

(b) Page 2: Naming a surface. Problem 2(b) required you think about intersection of surfaces.
Problem 3 was a standard type of polar problem.

(c) Page 3: Parametric Equations in 2D.

(d) Page 4: A curve in 3D. Tangent vector, tangent line, and angle of intersection.

General comments about how we grade:

1. The grading is consistent! Page 1 was graded by the same TA for ALL students in my Math 126
courses. Page 2 was graded by another TA for ALL students, etc... In addition, I gave all the
graders detailed grading guides. So the grading is consistent and well thought out.

2. Our job is to assess your ability to show your understanding on the test and to gauge your
likelihood of success in subsequent courses. We can only grade what you put on the test. Some
students try to submit a long explanation of what they ‘meant’ in hopes to get more credit. We
don’t give extra credit and I won’t grade extra work that you write up now, we grade what you
actually put on the test.

3. Major algebra mistakes or fundamental arthimetic mistakes (that show dramatic misunderstanding
of material that preceeded this course) result in big deductions as they indicate it will be difficult
for you to succeed beyond this course.

4. Major conceptual mistakes result in very big deductions as they show that you don’t understand
the current material.

5. We do give partial credit for showing understanding even if the final answer is wrong. However,
we do not guarantee partial credit for everything you write down. For example, just copying a
formula from a notesheet does not necessarily get you any credit. And we reserve the right to take
off full points in certain situations where the magnitude of the mistakes outweighs anything that
might be considered worth partial credit.

6. If a student makes a small calculation mistake, we typically don’t take off very many points, unless
that small mistake dramatically changes the problem making it much simpler than intended (in
which case we must take off more points since we didn’t get to see all the necessary work for the
problem).

7. If it is clear that the method you show is completely wrong, but you coincidentally get an answer
near the correct answer you do NOT get any points (you don’t get points for pure luck).
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